Changing The Can-Am Spyder RT Windshield

Step 1:
Before shutting down engine, raise windshield to highest point.
Step 2:
Remove T-25 Torx bolts from back side of
windshield bracket. These are the fasteners that
hold the windshield trim pieces on. Place bolts on
seat with T-25 Torx tool.
Remove trim pieces by slightly pulling top of trim
out from windshield and moving trim piece
downward. This will release the trim piece from the
windshield. Lay on seat, left and right side noted.
TIP: Place a playing card (or something
similar) between the bottom point of the trim
piece and the windshield. This will prevent
the tip of the trim piece from gouging the
windshield when the trim piece is removed.

Step 3:
Remove T-30 Torx mounting bolts (a second set of
hands will be very useful) and remove windshield.
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Step 4:
Lay windshield on large flat surface. You will see
metal spacers inside the rubber mounting
grommets. Remove these by pushing out of
grommet with a round object (a #3 Phillips
screwdriver is perfect for the job). Carefully remove
the rubber mounting grommets from the shield by
slowly working them out of the holes in the shield.

Step 5:
Lay new shield on large flat surface. Slowly work rubber grommets into mounting holes in new
windshield. Be patient, these can be challenging at times. Once the rubber grommet is in place, push
the metal spacer into the rubber grommet. Once you have completed all four, you are ready for your
helper again.
INSTALLING NEW SHIELD
IF YOU HAVE HANDLED THE SHIELD AND HAVE FINGERPRINTS ON IT, BE SURE TO CLEAN
THE AREA THAT WILL BE BEHIND THE MOUNTING BRACKET.
Step 6:

Hold the new shield up to the mounting bracket, moving
slowly in order that the new shield (the glass itself) does not
contact the metal bracket. Align the mounting holes and
install the mounting bolts using care not to cross thread the
bolts. Tighten snugly but do not overtighten.
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Step 7:
Replace the trim pieces by placing L-shaped (don’t forget the playing card) tab into bottom square
hole in shield. Use gentle pressure to push in toward windshield and UP so tab locks onto shield.
Square boss at top of trim piece should fall into place in square top hole. Install T-25 bolts to fasten
trim piece.
.
TO FINISH:
Use your favorite glass cleaner (or F4 Customs
Windshield Cleaner) and paper towels to clean your
new shield. Now, you can “See Your Future Clearly!”

Thank you for your F4 Customs windshield purchase.
If you have any difficulties regarding the replacement
process, please feel free to contact us.

Questions? Comments?
sales@f4customs.com
www.f4customs.com
(330) 968-4644
***F4 Customs is not responsible for any injury or harm to either the individual or product resulting from the installation process.
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